Neural network predicted peak and trough gentamicin concentrations.
Predictions of steady state peak and trough serum gentamicin concentrations were compared between a traditional population kinetic method using the computer program NONMEM to an empirical approach using neural networks. Predictions were made in 111 patients with peak concentrations between 2.5 and 6.0 micrograms/ml using the patient factors age, height, weight, dose, dose interval, body surface area, serum creatinine, and creatinine clearance. Predictions were also made on 33 observations that were outside the 2.5 and 6.0 micrograms/ml range. Neural networks made peak serum concentration predictions within the 2.5-6.0 micrograms/ml range with statistically less bias and comparable precision with paired NONMEM predictions. Trough serum concentration predictions were similar using both neural networks and NONMEM. The prediction error for peak serum concentrations averaged 16.5% for the neural networks and 18.6% for NONMEM. Average prediction errors for serum trough concentrations were 48.3% for neural networks and 59.0% for NONMEM. NONMEM provided numerically more precise and less biased predictions when extrapolating outside the 2.5 and 6.0 micrograms/ml range. The observed peak serum concentration distribution was multimodal and the neural network reproduced this distribution with less difference between the actual distribution and the predicted distribution than NONMEM. It is concluded that neural networks can predict serum drug concentrations of gentamicin. Neural networks may be useful in predicting the clinical pharmacokinetics of drugs.